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ABSTRACT

Efforts to monitor the financial condition of
colleges and universities have arisen from concerns about the effects
of economic and demographic presspres. Researchers have attempted to
monitor financial. condition through two typ s of research: subjective
studies and obj Live financial indicator, st dies. Subjective
analyses can be LJeful for gauging constitue t satisfaction with
.financial performance and priorities. Efforts'to create objective
indicators reflect a desire to monitor measurable changes in
financial ;condition and to maintain financial \strength through the
ve use of available resources. An exami4e of a commonly used
financial indicator is the ratio of instructional expenditures to
total educational and general expenditures. Some financial indicators
may entail nonfinancial data (e.g.,kthe iatiosof new freshmen to
total applicants accept@d): The interpretation of a financial
indicator rests on an assumption of what constitutes 'sound"
financial condition. For example, overreliance on tuition income is'
frequently-cited as evidence of weak financial cpndition. The
*assessment of institutions can be undertaken, by 'experts or based on a
theoretical framework. Applications and limitations of financitil
indicators have been discussed in the literature. (SW)
,
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education's current
(r &Motion, Vie Geke .1,11a4hington University, Washington,
nancial .difficulties' 'often I). C. The material in this hiblicatiim was prepared pursuant to a
trace them to 4..ifcost4tP. .ciintract with the Natiamilinstitute a Ldncatzon. U.S. Departmeld of.Eduo,tion. Contractors Iftlakl. S lie 11 projects under
come squee4!" that be- 1.;arxrnment sponsorship ere encouraged to express freely theii.judgfi-
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gan in the .

1970s .-ment
.

(Cheit 1971).,As the real-

ity and seriousness of

.

that earlier eost-incOme
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may be viewed as changes
in the Disks to the instill'.

tiOn's ability to continue
ftinctiorting at an acceptable level (Minter 1979).

A related way of view-

ing. financial strength is
to 'consider "fOrms of distress" affecting the ability

of aniinstitution to pro&
vide
high-quality
instruction,
reskch, or public serapparent, researchers sought more systematically to
document higher educatiOn's financialplight4and pre- vice. Forms of distjess include !working capital dise
squeezecarne widely
v!"
.

.

dict its likely effects (California PostseCoridary; Edu- tress" (tle imtitution is'unable to finance daily operatcation Commission 1979; Jenny &.Wynn 1970,1972; ing expenses), ."demand-related revenue distress" (a
Jelletna 1973;. Minoer & Bowen 1980).-These -Under- result of lowered demand for the ins'titution's services),
takings led to other efforts to understand and monitor "non-sales-related revenue distress" (the institution
'c'annot realize it's historical levels of gift and endow-1
the financial condition of colleges and universities.
.riirit income), and ". financial flexibility cistress" (the
institution's financial resources are so restricted that
Understanding Financial Condition
Understanding institutional financial condition it has no flexibility in their use (Collier 1.979).
implies that a standard exists by whichl relative finant
Monitoring Financial, Condition
cial strength can be judged. The "balanemd budget"
'Arrried with a concept of "sound financial condi
tenon alone is not adequate. The true key to financial
well-being may be in an institution's ability to finance -tion," researchers have attempted to monitor financial condition through two types of research: subjec,
both short-run and long-run casts (Jenny 1979b).
It is relatively easy to determine if an institution is tiveAstudies'andobjectiye financial indicator studies:*
Some researchers claim that the concept of finan-,
meetingits.short-run costs; whether will be able to
do so*in the future is a more complex matter. Jcidg- ,cial condition' is necessarily subjective. They argue

mews about an institution's ability to finance long- that, Since money 'fi'nances institutional purposes,
only insofar as
:run costs can be prr lematic. Colleges and universi- shortages of money are'` tea
'they
hamper
the
attainroenti
of
purposes
(Jenny.
reasonable
estities have great diffitUlty arriving at
unites of charges to be leyied against current revenues 1979a), and that the financial condition of colleges
and often underfinance such long-tertnexpenditures and universities rests on "many intangible factors
which defy quantification" (Minter & Bowen 1980).
as physical plAnt maintenance (Jenny 19794
Complexities sucha&these have led to effol:ts.tO'de:. In this view, no financial variable has quite the same
vclop concepts of financial condition that are more meaning for all institutions. Subjective studies look
valid and comprehensive than the valanced- budget to an institution's definition of its purposes and its
own ,assessment of the degree/to which its resources
standard. One conpt
cle vieWw.finaneial condition in
scrims of changes in the risks a college faces.. Risks allow it to attain those purposes.
In an influential 1971 work, Cheit grouped a samhe non-financial (e.g., loW morale) or financial
(e.g., shrinking equity). Changes in these factors., pie of 41 colleges and universities according to their
perceptions of 0.eir ability fo meet self-defined responsibibties
Thosc."nbt in financial difficulty" indi
Barbara Taylor is director Olt Institute:for 7 'nuke Leadership at the Ascated that they wffe meeting their, responsibilities
skiation of Governing Boards.
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.
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1 and Could. plan program growth with confidence,
! Those lwadvd for financial trouble" were meeting
ctirrent responsibilities but were unsure they could
do se-) for much longer. Those "already in financial,
difficulty" were unable to provide services or insure
the quality essential ro their lirograins. The notion

widely cited study Of this type...T.he authors used data 4

rOml the Higher Education General Iliformation.
Survey (HEGIS) ) co
uct 224 indicators, inch:u.1ing financial rat is; trends in expenditures,' rovenues, and, enrollments; and descriptions of institti.

tional programs, offerings, and control for a subsanithat what is essential to some institutions inay be less pie of 55 insthutiOns, 'nu indicators did not conform .,,
important or irrelevant tc) others is implicit in this and to any prior definition of financial health, but were as
exhaustive a list olindicators as HMIS data would
other subjective studies.
.'lhe usefulness of sUbjective studies depends large- allow the authors. to construct. The indicators were
ly.. on die reasons they are undertaktir(C011ier.1979), provided to a 'panel ofeightf"experts" who used diem
e: Such studies may be tenable if their express purpose to rate the 55 institutiorA as healthy, relatively
,is to gather constituent Opinions about financial eon- healthy, neutral, relatively unhealthy, or unhealthy.
dition or to gauge the level of constituent satisfaction Discriminant analysis was then applied to determine
with expenditure pattens, The approach is AV use which indictilors actually distinguished among the
ful to those concerned with assessing actual Changesin five groups-of institutions. Finally, the 16 indicators
tYhe financial contrition of individual colleges and uni- found to discriminate were applied to the author's full
versifies, nor is it .helpfi,41 in comparing the relative 2,200 institution sample.'
condition of group's of institutions.
The 16 discriminating indicators included instltuMims t`, overcome the !imitations of subjective, tional control; enrollment trends; trends in educagiudies have resulted in a see:ond approach to knart. tional and general expenditures; and ratios of current
cial assessment the use ofobjective financial indica-' fund revenues to expenditures,- academic expendi7'
tors (often ratios) to reflp2t some aspect of institu- tures to educational and generalrexpenditures; freshtional condition across arl or some segment of higher men FTEs to total undergraduate FTEs, and tuition
.
education.. Indicators are - "statistics or .statistical and feeseo student aid revenues. !
I
Criticism of the Lupton study reflects the weakseries that facilitate the quantitative description of the
current state or conditiOn of sq,mething, `is well as nesses of the "expert" approach to applying financial
pinpoint how and in what wayS that condition is indicators' No definition of finaincial condition was
changing" (Collier & Patrick 1978).
-prOvicled to the juciges;,hciince there was no assurance
An. example. of .a commonly used financial indi- that they considered the same factors'in. rating insticator is the ratio ofinstructionar expenditures to total tutions (Frances 1976).\. Absent such, a definition;iiieducational 'and general expenditures. By monitor- dicators that are statistically valid may still not be "in,.
ing trends in this ratio, or by comparing the ratio's fuitively 1 deScriptive" (Collier 1979). There are
value to those of peers an institution can be alerted to "generic Shortcomings" in financial-condition studies
possible over- or under-expenditure in the instruc- that excessively rely on statistics and have insufficient
tional area'. Such information can be useful in setting. understanding of the 'underlying financial concepts
they purport to reflect (Franyes-& Stenner 1979);
compensation and teaching load policies. ;
To lessen such concerns, .a second approach has
Some:financial indicators may entail non-financial
lata. The ratios of new freshmen to total applicants been developed that uses a theoretical frameworkto,
tccepted or of full professors to total faculty have im- guide the selection .of indicators.
C011ier and Patrick's study (1978) exemplifies this
)ortant financial implications.
t. The interpretation of a financial indicator rests on theory -based approach; methodologically, the work
an assumption of what constitutes "sound" financial resembles that of Luptbn et al., and in fact was un-^ '
I 'condition. For example, overreliance on tuition in- dertaken to refine that study., Both projects used ex- ..
come is frequently cited as evidence of weak financial pert ratings to validate financial indicators; neither
condition. An institution's ratio of tuition income to provided a definition of financial health. However,
current-hind income is an indicator of tuition, Collie'. and Patrick's experts were-chosen for their fatItotal
dependence; 'that. indicator gauges financial condi; miliarity.with the institutions they were being asked
ii tion to the'extent that financial condition and tuition
to rate, and public and private institutional samples
dependence are seen as synonymous. The literature were analyzed separately. Collier and Patrick's theo1,11 reveals no single, sumtnative indicator of financial retical framework was intended to. defile a set of 014,4
condition; indeed, several hundred indicators have dimensiOns that describe financial condition compre;- l,74
been proposed by theorists ,and 'researchers (Bru- hensively. These 'dimension.s include financial rode- 1.:....'j'
baker 1979), evidencing disagreement over defini- penlence, revenue drawing power, financial risk, .,..,.;
tions of financial well-being and indicator selection. revenuerstability, andeserve strength. Thirty-seven ..0....;
TWo approaches to dealing with this disarray are financial indicators were selected to reflect these. di- 1...
;.....
evident in the literature on assessing institutional tnensions. "loille experts were given detailed financial,
condition. The first aMd earliest a4oach uses finan- data on institutions in die sample and were asked. to i,._
cial "experts" to judge intuitively the rclatiVe financial identity those they considered "decidedly strong" or
condition of a ;ample of institutions. Through the use "decidedly weak." Discriminant analysis was' then
of discriminant analysis, the.contlition of.otiter insti- used to determine whether or not the indiCators con,
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tuitions is then inferred from then. similarityid the
characteristics of the sample group.
Lupton, Auginblick, and Hcyison's "The Financial
State of Higher Education7. (1976) remains the most
1

strutted from HEE:IS data would discriminate between the sample's institutions. ,
Indicators foUnd to discriminate strong frotn"Weak
public institutionswiggest that/he latter have less di-

3

f1((( fntncil calth 'as rnii'iored, respec-

t;tnsf'i

tively , ii fiiiaiu:iai liquidity and iti the institution's
al)iiitv.'to fin Ii,,&' its c'tii'i'ei)t level of ?Ix'ratiotls withUUIII('W II'()Ifl('. Pl\l NI

whet her

inki ii litjCJII

ihu'

i' tisarc ifltClidC(l to ifl(li('ilt('
lived
'ithiin its uwans during

I he veti' reportc(l . Such t'at IC 15 1S I I(t total IeVCIIUCS to

totil revenues, and net educational ilU(I general revenjR'!s to total eclucatonal and gcnci'aI' revonucs, are
hiiancaI o'ondiiutelllFol to r('fle('t this (lI111('FISiOfl
'of'

Ihey iiieasu i'e resj)e:tiVcly, Whet h(1' t lic ycars
o'ili'r&'nt opci'atioiis resulte(l ii'i a (l('fi('it 0)1' i StII'I)IUS
aikl vhetlier eoUn'ational and gcpera4 I'('VCUUCS WeI'C
acle(ivate to niee( X1)Cflditt1I'CS.
lion.

sess'cntS frtina i'oLtl) o!'institut ions arc: )LggI'egatcd
(Chicit 1971), the i'eults can provide an interesting
SIlal)slmt of' thc institutions' peccit'ed financial
t i'cngths, weaknesscs and I i'cnds.
AltL'i'natively , efforts to create objct 'we. indicators
reflect a desirç to mon itol' mCaSUI'abl(' changes in Iinaiicial cofluit ion and to utaintaili linancial ,stcngthi
through the . ('lfe('tive tise of' available resources.
Moreover, bccatsc indicator values li' ii)dividual i1-'
stit utions can be aggregttcd to show multi-inst itut 1fl
ti'cncls,fivancial .indio'ators can be usclul devices or
monitoring the cOfl(hItiOfl of' comparable institUtions.
No single approach (It indicator wilt i'ctle't' fiñan-

/
'I

condition perfectLy. Nevti'theles, institutional
adzninis.u'aors may find it useful to define diincnsioni of' sound finaflcial condition that they. judge
cial

Csnc1usons and Analysis
Efforts U) Inoflitol' the condition of' colleges and
Ufliversit ics have ariçJi troiii concerns that ecoflol'fli('

,and deinigrapIic pressures are undc'i'mining institut ional ''finan'ial 'integrity. The clffcrences in .appru;tch desci'il )ed can bc'explainccl in part by considering the uses to which f'inancial analyses can he Put.
Subjective' analyses of finnciaIcoqdition can be
useful for gauging constituent satisfaction with finan('ial 'perh)rinanc(' and pI'ioritics. When sub jective as-

pei'tineMt and then to monitoi' changes in, indicators
that reflect these dimensiois. A growing dependence
Ofl'tuitiofl IflUOIUC 01' an increasing proportion of total
expenditures devoted to debt service should ,alcrt the
iflSt!tUt ion to-the possibility of' f'Utur' flnancial dif'fi".
culty. It iSnot necessary, in other words, that financia! inchcators be completely comprehensive and per(ctly predictive in order.to.be useful.
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verse revenue sources, smaller end-of-year fund ba
Several re,Searcher. are skeptical about what fan' antes,' and are more dependent on .government ap,:- cial indicators can tell us' about;institutional condi.6
.pr,opriations. Those that discriniinated between ,t ion. in the case of public nisi itunons and major restrong and weak prkate institutions suggest that the search universities, internal measures of condition
inarbeirTlevant; because they. depend on, govern' latter devote mom of tfit7it; expenditures to intereSt,
rely. more licairy on restricted revenues, have fewer mem grants and appropriations,. tax capacity, 'demo*
reserves and less diverse funding sources, and devote graphic trends, and other environmental measurcs
tnay be more revealing (Hughes 1979.). Also, fund fafewer total expenditures to fixed accounts:
,A second'exatitplc of them y-based
research.
at00¼ ( an reguct. only Past and current finances and
.,,...._tempts to reflect *nistitutiOnal- financial conditiOn by cannot measure the ability of an institution to bring:.
viewing it as a function of the state of three interact-. in new funds or make budget 'reforms (Dickmeyer ."
ing organizational systerns in higher education./ First., 1979). One of the* most important factors in institu, an academic system contains theorganizational ele- tional condition is quality of management; indicators
merits that lead.,to.studenclearning and faculty re- are probably not capable of measuring that characsearch productivity. Second; a financial system notes teristic directly (Finn 1979).
flows ofifistitutionalresources that result in survluses
Finally, the significance of financial distress depends
or shortages. Third, the competitive market system on the institution (Collier 1979). For example, two
comprises the buyer/seller relationship between the institutions ;May demonstrate identical levels of
'institution and prospective students (bickmeyer financial di.stress. But.,:if one can rely on ongoing
1983). The 38 indicators used in a study that applied 'constituent 'support', the distress-4s less significant.
this theory were intended to measure the -Stresses. on'
'
,.
the systems; tht. systems', respOnses to vheni, and the Applying Financial Indicators
resulting condition of the systems. Indicators of.stress.
Such caveats notwithstanding, the literature offers
included declines in enrollment, gift giving, endow- several suggestions to indiv'dual. institutions for apmem performance, and revenues. Indicators of plying financial indicators.'.,
;.i response. to stress included tighter budget-control
One approach to evaluating financial condition is '.
procedures and increases in student-recruitment. available in workbook form to small,priVate colleges.
budgets. Finally, indicators of. system condition in- It is based on calating changes-in financial indi- ..
eluded trends in institutional selectivity, faculty sala- cators selectedto reflect,financial strength, estimated
risk,.and changes in financial and, non-financial reries, student-fatuity ratios, and financial,reserves.
.ge sources.; Its premise is that "a college's overall condi- ,,
tiOn can be na; re-'1fully characterized.by measuring
Caveats
Researchers offer several caveats about the is available resources, trends in these resources, and
and limitations of financial indicators. First, the con- the institution's. special need for these resources"
sistency with.which given indicators reflect the condi- '(Dickmeyer & Hughes.1.979b). ..
f
Updegrove (1982) COnsiders prospects for developr .;
tion of diverse institutions is a critical issue to those
who would use them to compare institutions. For ex- ing a cornputer-based approach to assessing comPara.
ample; because oT differences in their financial'struc- tive institutional financial conditionAt would be bas.ed
tures, many std
do not'have the same meaning on.clata-sharing among subscribers to EDUCOM's
'
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.for both public and private institutions (Stenner

!

Eitucation Financial Planning Model. 'EFPM is'an

1978). Institutional ission; location, student body interactive financial modeling system t, iht_t_s.adlows
composition, and methods of financing were found to users to specify assumptions about revenue and
affect the comparability of financial statistics within a penditure levels; to determine which combinations
grog)) of community .colleges (Dickmeyer & Hughes are feasible,. and to make comparative financial
,
1979a). Such findings lead researchers to conclude '.asseSsments.
!.
Financial indicPt_olk can be useful' in college and
that the more homogenous the financial structure
n-:. and educational mission of the group of institutions university strategic planning and accreditation self-.
,,

.

.

'

,.

'. studied, the more valid interinstitutional compari.,.

.

sons Of condition will be (Frances & Stenner 1979).
Technical considerations ofresearch methodology,
statistical procedures, and validity...and reliability of

i

data affect. the usefulness' of financial indicators

study efforts (Dickmeyer 1982, Haywood 1982).
Both are concerned with assessing strengths. and
weaknesses that bear or institutional quality and viability. Trends in.departinental costs per student, the
ratio of' financial reserves 40 curr.nt-fund expenditures, and the ratio of restricted revenues to total revenues can provide evidence. of changes in financial
strength. It is important to note, however, that the.selectiOn of particular indicators should rest on explicit

(Frances & Stenner 1979), Some studies have misin=.
terpreted institutional trend data by failing to take account of general economic trends such as recession
: and inflation. The validity and reliability'of HEGIS
data has been controversial Sincethey are institution- assumptions' abot4t which financial characteristics are
reported and unverifiable. There are lags between most salient, for assessing the institution's condition.
Some accounting firms, most notably Peat,' Mardata reporting and publication that may lead to outdated conclusions. Indirect state support for ifistitu- wick, Mitchell and Company (PMM) (Minter, Nettions, including direct aid to students and the provi- son, & Robinson 1980), prbvide their college and
sion of central servires such as libraries, are not re- university clients with financial ratios as adjuncts to
ported through HEGIS; this can it:ad to data coma- audjted financial statetnimt. Such ratios as expendrability problems in interstatecotnparisons.(Frances & able fund balances to plant debt, ,and expendable
Stenner 199, 'Patrick & Collier 1979, Ryland 1981), fund balances 'to' total ex'penditures and mandatory
'
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